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ABSTRACT- The fundamental and durable structures of induction motor, as well as their low manufacturing 

cost, make them popular components in a wide range of current applications. Providing a safety net for 

Workers are essential for businesses.Ensuring the safety of industrial motors, lift motors, pumps, and other equi

pment is the driving force behind improvement.The main objective of an induction motor is to safeguard it from

 several challenges, including single phasing and overheating.One of the main reasons this problem has arisen is

 the need to provide security for industrial motors, pumps, lift motors, and other devices of a similar nature.The 

motor immediately stops if any one of the three phases is absent or if the motor temperature rises above the set t

hreshold.The system's three-phase power supply is linked to three one-stage transformers. 

If there is a phase available, the transformer circuit will lose power.Relays can be used to turn off motors by pro

viding a signal to thepole contactor. As a result, the motor’s three-phase power supply has been cut off. 

Temperature readings are taken from a thermistor (DHT22) that is attached to the motor. At higher 

temperatures, the three-phase supply will be cut off by a four-pole contactor, and the motor will shut off. This 

manuscript resolves the uses transformers to solve the problem of single phasing. Also, our project addresses 

the issue by using microcontroller. It senses all the three phases and decides whether to supply power to 

induction motor or to disconnect. It deals with the temperature problem, and it uses a thermistor to disconnect 

the circuitry, whereas in our project, a microcontroller senses the overwhelming temperature and acts 

accordingly, i.e., give a signal and then move towards disconnection. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

It is the most often used kind of electric motor in the majority of applications.Its lower synchronous speed has led 

to it being called an induction motor.The magnetic field is created when a spinning machine rotates at a constant s

peed; the magnetic field's strength is determined by the frequency and number of poles.An induction motor's rotati

onal speed is always slower than a synchronous motor's because of the stator's rotating magnetic field, which oppo

ses the rotor's magnetic flux.The stator current of the rotor never gets close to the synchronous speed, which is the 
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speed at which the rotor’s magnetic field rotates. An induction motor’s output power supply determines which 

type of induction motor it is. Single-phase and three-phase induction motors are among them. Neither single-phase 

nor three-phase induction motors can be considered autostarting. Double excitations are required to run a machine 

in the majority of cases. In a DC motor, for example, the stator receives one power supply and the rotor receives 

another power supply via under the brush arrangement. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

This system uses the esp32 as its primary controlling board.The esp32 is linked to all of the sensors and control 

circuitry.The motor's temperature is monitored via a thermometer.Attached to esp32 is its output.To measure vi

brations in the motor, a vibration sensor is employed.Attached to esp32 is its output.To measure how much the 

motor shaft rotates, a rotary encoder is utilised.Connected to esp32 is its output.Send and receive commands an

d data by using this mechanism to communicate with the controller. 

To control the motor's speed, a motor driver is utilised. 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

 
Fig.1- Block Diagram 
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B. Hardware Implementation  

MICRO-CONTROLLER UNIT: The heart of the whole project is the Micro-controller unit. For this project the 

ESP32 Micro-controller was used. It is a low power general purpose micro-controller with good processing 

speed, small physical dimension, that is durable and cheap.it having in built wifi and Bluetooth. 

 

In above diagram as we see that the all the components is communicate with the esp32  microcontroller it is the 

heart of our system and hence  the all the devices input and output is attached with the controller . We use ir 

sensor for detecting any faults in railway track..the overall system communicate with the controller which sense 

the input coming from the sensor and send this output to the relay .  

 

2) LCD DISPLAY: it display the all the parameter of the process which indicates the temperature of the induction 

motor ,also the rotation and speed of induction motor. 

3) TEMPERATURE  SENSOR :We use temperature sensor for detecting increase in temperature in motor . 

4) THE POWER SUPPLY UNIT: Now days, almost all electronic equipment includes a circuit that converts ac 

supply into dc supply. The part of equipment that converts ac into dc is called DC power supply. In general at the 

input of the power supply there is a power transformer. It is followed by a rectifier (a diode circuit) 1a smoothing 

filter and then by a voltage regulator circuit.Here In our system we were design a 5v and 12v power supply for our 

electronic device . 

 

5) 5v relay:it is using for the switching purpose to control the speed of induction motor. 

6) servo motor : the motor is use for the controlling of speed of motor with potentiometer.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

By establishing the hardware interface for Android Bluetooth speed control of induction motors, it is possible to

 regulate the speed of single-phase induction motors. 

The need for gadgets that can operate remotely is growing.Every piece of hardware reacts and follows software 

commands. The project is now operational. 
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